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ABSTRACT 

A MODEL FOR THE FORMATION 

OF THE EARTH'S CORE 

by David Walraven 

A computer model was developed to investigate the 

formation of the core by the sinking of iron spheres in a 

silicate matrix. The model was evaluated for two different 

initial temperature distributions for three different iron 

sphere masses. It was found that core formation would be 

substantially complete within 200 million years since the 

onset of the process. An early formation of the core, 

producing subsequent degassing of the mantle, is consistent 

with presently available geologic data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Although the earth's core was discovered by Oldham in 

1906, speculation as to its mode of formation has been com¬ 

paratively recent. Kuhn and Rittman (1941) considered core 

formation from the standpoint of the settling of massive 

iron bodies many kilometers in diameter. Urey (1952) also 

considered the problem of obtaining differentiation between 

the iron and silicate phases in a cold planet. Runcorn 

(1962) developed a theory of formation based upon convection. 

He postulated that the denser (iron-rich) portions of the 

convective currents would settle out to form the core. This 

process would occur gradually over geologic time, resulting 

in a very slow core formation. Elsasser (1963) advocated a 

model in which iron spheres undergo Stokesian settling in 

the outer part of the primitive earth where the viscosity 

was taken to be relatively low. Because of the increased 

viscosity at great depths, the iron spheres would gradually 

collect to form a concentric shell of iron. A Taylor insta¬ 

bility would be created by this iron shell with the result 

that large "drops" would form and sink downward to form the 

core. Tozer (1965) developed two simple models, one based 

on the settling of iron spheres and the other on the flow of 

the iron through channels in the silicate phase. Shimazu 
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(1967) investigated the iron sphere settling model and also 

the Taylor instability created by a shell of molten iron 

within the earth. 

All of the above models must be considered essentially 

qualitative. No attempt was made to actually follow the 

core formation process or to compute the temperature distri¬ 

bution within the earth during this process. Because the 

viscosity, which controls the velocity of settling of the 

iron and hence the rate of energy release, is strongly 

temperature dependent, it is essential that the temperature 

distribution be known as a function of time. The energy 

dissipated by the sinking iron masses tends to raise the 

temperature and decrease the viscosity, thereby causing the 

settling to proceed even more rapidly. The purpose of this 

dissertation was thus to develop a computerized model of the 

iron-sphere settling process. 



II. THE MODEL 

A. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The model assumes an initial distribution of iron 

spheres imbedded in a silicate proto-planet. The spheres 

are not randomly distributed but rather confined to a set 

of shells such that for a given shell the iron spheres 

within that shell are uniformly distributed with respect to 

the silicate matrix. An initial temperature distribution, 

a constant surface temperature, and a uniform distribution 

of radioactive heat sources are also assumed. The equation 

of heat conduction is then solved so that the viscosity and 

hence rate of fall of the iron masses are known as a function 

of radius and time. However, the settling of the iron 

spheres releases heat due to viscous drag effects. This 

thermal energy release by the iron spheres thus creates a 

type of feedback which tends to increase the rate of fall 

due to the diminished value of the viscosity. 

The many simplifications which the model employs will 

be discussed in some detail subsequently. However, it 

should be emphasized that the basic assumption involving 

a distribution of iron masses in a silicate proto-planet is 

by no means improbable. Since iron and silicates condense 
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out of a gas phase at different temperatures, planetesimals 

composed predominantly of either a silicate or iron phase 

could have formed in the solar nebula. The formation of 

iron-rich bodies would have been especially favored since 

iron particles tend to "stick" together much more readily 

upon collision than do silicate particles. In addition, 

it is also possible that local inhomogeneities in composi¬ 

tion, temperature, pressure, etc. within the inner solar 

nebula could have led to the preferential formation of 

either silicate or iron planetesimals. Thus there is at 

least some indirect evidence that planetesimals composed 

predominantly of metallic iron formed directly and not 

as a result of reduction processes within a larger body. 

A proto-planet composed of two discrete phases--iron and 

silicate--could then have formed from the accretion of 

these two compositional types of planetesimals. 

B. BASIC EQUATIONS 

The equation fundamental to the model is that of heat 

conduction in spherical coordinates. 

Pcp (r,t) = IY tr2K g (r,t,)} + A(r,t,) 

where A(r,t,) is the rate of heat production per unit volume 

This term will be discussed in some detail subsequently. 

Since the conductivity was taken to be temperature dependent 

the above equation is non-linear and numerical methods are 
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required for its solution. The so-called direct finite dif¬ 

ference method was employed. A grid of points was estab¬ 

lished using increments in the variables r and t. If Ar 

and At denote increments in these variables, then 

r = mAr; m = 0,1,...,M 

t = nAt; n = 0,1,... 

where MAr is just the planetary radius. Derivatives were 

approximated by either forward or central differences. The 

latter was employed where products of derivatives occurred, 

so as to give improved accuracy. The first derivative 

with respect to time is given by the forward difference: 

(T^+1-T^)/(At) m m 

However, a second derivative with respect to radius is 

given by the central difference 

(TÎ! . -2Tn+Tn .)/(Ar)2 

M+l m m-1 v 

where T is the temperature. Upon substituting in for the 

derivatives and collecting terms, the finite difference 

equations were obtained. These were the following: 
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m = 0 : 

Tn+1 _ Tn +  At  [6K (Tn_T
n) 

0 ° r CAT,I2 o'- 1 o' 
%VAr) 

+ CK^-K^) (T^-T^)] + 
A«4t 

O p 

m > 0 

„n+l _ Tn + At , 1 
m m pC f, -, 2 

m p m(Ar) 

* X CK"^!-K” ,)] - 2HIK"T" - T® ,[K"(1-ïïI) 4 m+1 m-1 m m m-lL m 

* ! (CrCpn ♦ C 

The condition for stability of the difference approximation 

is that 

K m At < i 
pC ,A ,2 - 2 m p (Ar) 

The program was designed to test for this condition at each 

iteration. If it was not fulfilled, the time interval At 

was adjusted so that it would be. It was found convenient 

to choose Ar and At so that this condition would always be 

satisfied. Accordingly in the computations Ar was taken to 

be 102 km while At was usually fixed at one million years. 
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The thermal conductivity K was taken to have both a 

lattice component and a radiative component and to be of 

the following form (Hanks and Anderson 1969). 

K = BP 
2/3 3.5 

u 
7577 

16 
T n 

3 

Upon evaluating the various terms, we have that in cgs units: 

K = 2.46 x 10V/V5/4 + 2.18 x 10'5T3 

Because of the explicit temperature dependence of K, itera¬ 

tion across a time step was employed in the program. Using 

the previously computed value of T at a given radius, K was 

evaluated and the time step completed. However, this new 

value for T was then averaged with the preceding one and the 

time step repeated before continuing. 

The heat capacity was taken to be constant. Values 

of 0.16 cal/gm deg and 0.30 cal/gm deg were taken for iron 

and silicate rock, respectively (Birch 1965). For the part 

of the planet outside the growing iron core, a weighted 

average of the two values was used, depending on the relative 

mass fractions of iron and silicate. 

To determine the appropirate value of the bulk density 

as a function of radius, results tabulated by Birch (1965) 

for a proto-earth with a uniform distribution of iron in a 

silicate matrix wereused. These results are listed in Table 

I. The data were entered into the program in the form of 
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TABLE I. 

Equation of state for the undifferentiated earth 
having a uniform distribution of iron and silicate 
material. From Birch (1965). 



R (Km) 

0 
200 
400 
600 
800 

1000 
1200 
1400 
1600 
1800 
2000 
2200 
2400 
2600 
2800 
3000 
3200 
3400 
3600 
3800 
4000 
4200 
4400 
4600 
4800 
5000 
5200 
5400 
5600 
5800 
6000 
6200 
6355 
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TABLE I. 

P (Mb) p(gm/cm3) 

2.140 
2.137 
2.129 
2.114 
2.095 
2.069 
2.039 
2.003 
1.961 
1.915 
1.863 
1.807 
1.746 
1.680 
1.610 
1.536 
1.458 
1.377 
1.292 
1.204 
1.114 
1.021 
0.927 
0.830 
0.733 
0.634 
0.536 
0.437 
0.338 
0.241 
0.148 
0.064 
0 

7.12 
7.12 
7.11 
7.10 
7.09 
7.07 
7.05 
7.02 
6.99 
6.95 
6.91 
6.87 
6.82 
6.76 
6.70 
6.63 
6.56 
6.48 
6.39 
6.30 
6.21 
6.11 
6.01 
5.90 
5.77 
5.65 
5.51 
5.37 
5.22 
4.98 
4.50 
4.18 
4.09 
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arrays which were referenced by an interpolating subprogram 

where appropriate. In treating the settling of the iron 

spheres, it is of course essential to have equations of 

state for both the iron and the silicate matrix. Reynolds 

and Summers (1969) have numerically specified equations 

of state for "rock" and "iron"; these data were also 

entered in array form into the program and are listed in 

Table II. 

The value of the viscosity n as a function of tem¬ 

perature and pressure was specified by the following relation 

(Kaula 1968): 

n + 
kTR2 

CœDQ 
exp 

E+pft 
~W~ 

Evaluating the constants and expressing all quantities in 

cgs units gives 

n 410T exp 
3.47x104+7.24x10’8p 

T 

The quantity A(r,t) which is just the heat production 

per unit volume was taken to be sum of two quantities. The 

first of the terms is just the heat production due to radio¬ 

active nuclides. It has the following form: 

Ax = I H.COjpe"*^ 
i 
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TABLE II. 

Equations of state relating pressure and density 
for "iron" and "rock" as computed by Reynolds and 
Summers (1969). 
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P (Mb) 

TABLE II. 

Rock Iron 
p (g/cm3) P(g/cm3 

0.0 3.16 7.92 
0.009 3.14 7.69 
0.025 3.16 7.67 
0.050 3.21 7.69 
0.100 3.31 7.70 
0.150 3.64 7.90 
0.200 3.80 8.11 
0.250 4.20 8.36 
0.300 4.25 8.59 
0.400 4.35 8.94 
0.500 4.46 9.24 
0.600 4.56 9.52 
0.800 4.75 10.00 
1.000 4.91 10.40 
1.200 5.08 10.80 
1.500 5.31 11.30 
2.000 9.69 11.90 
2.500 6.07 12.40 
3.000 6.45 12.90 
3.500 6.82 13.40 
4.000 7.17 13.80 
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where H£(0) is just the heat production per unit mass per 

unit time by the ith nuclide at t=0 and x£ is the decay 

constant for this nuclide. The quantity was taken to 

be independent of radius. 

The second term A2 is radius dependent and is the 

energy released per unit volume per unit time by the settling 

of the iron spheres. This term is derived as follows. The 

equation of motion for a sphere of radius a and density p£ 

settling in a fluid of density and viscosity n is 

m dT = 'mgeff"6iranV 

where gg££ is the acceleration due to gravity experienced by 

the sphere. Solving the differential equation gives 

v = g + e-kt 
Y  k  e 

9n 

2a CP 2 - P1 ^ 

For realistic values of n, a, and the time t it follows that 

the quantity (kt) will be very large so that terminal velocity 

(g/k) is achieved in a time very short compared to the first 

time step. Thus we have that 

v 9 

2 ga
z(p2-P1) 

The net power dissipated by motion of the sphere is just 

2 
the product of the drag and the speed i.e. ÔJtnav (Langlois 
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1964). The energy dissipated by N spheres of radius a in a 

concentric shell initially at distance r from the planet's 

center in a time increment At is just 

A2(r,t) 
9Nnay2  

2{r^-[r-vAt] 

where the energy dissipated has been divided by the volume 

of the shell through which the spheres fall in time At. 

The energy released is thus averaged over the entire volume 

of the shell of thickness vAt. 

Since the settling velocity is a function of radius for 

a given time step, an expression for the mean velocity must 

be computed. Let r^ and r^ denote the initial and final 

positions of a sphere at the beginning and end of a time 

step At, respectively. Now 

v = [/r2v(r)dr][r2-r1]"
1 

rl 

which leaves r^ as undetermined. This latter quantity can 

be calculated from an iterative procedure since At is known 

by using the following relation: 

Y 

At = [r,-r2]
2 [/ 2v(r)dr] 1 

ri 
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The value of ^ is varied until time values are obtained 

that bracket At. The bisection method can then be utilized 

to determine the value of ^ to any desired accuracy. The 

above method while analytically correct is also relatively 

expensive with regard to the utilization of computer time. 

Accordingly, a somewhat simpler procedure was utilized to 

determine the value of and hence v. The planet was 

divided up into 254 shells of equal thickness. The value 

of the settling velocity corresponding to the midpoint of 

each shell was computed and assumed to be constant over 

that shell. For the ith shell of thickness <Sr it follows 

that 

v. = ôr/ôt. 
l l 

where <Sr is the same for all shells. The quantity N, not 

necessarily an integer, is given by (At/6t^) so that the 

distance settled in time At by a sphere initially at radius 

r in the ith shell is 

S Vi(r-ri)6r '5VVi*l“i*l + 
• +K 

where 

V^ôtN, N integral 

N 
VN+i(At - ^ôt^) , N non-integral 
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The value of g is of course radius dependent and is 

given by the following relation: 

g(r) = / p(r)r dr 
xl 0 

For the computation of g(r) the planet was divided up into 

254 shells of equal thickness. The mean density of a given 

shell having a mass fraction of iron fp and a silicate 

mass fraction f„. = l-f„ is just 
Si Fe 

J 

^SH = pFepSi^£FepSi+£SipFe^ 

As differentiation proceeded, the program kept track of the 

mean density of all the shells by recalculating f and fg^ 

for each shell. At each time step, the settling and conse¬ 

quent energy release of each concentric set of iron spheres 

was computed. Since the mass of the settling spheres was 

initially assumed to remain constant, their density in¬ 

creased and their radius decreased as they settled. Since 

the number of spheres in a given shell was also initially 

assumed to remain constant, the mean distance between spheres 

would decrease as they settled. At some point in the set¬ 

tling process, the spacing could thus decrease to zero, 

putting the spheres in contact and leading to the formation 

of a concentric shell of iron. The program was designed to 

test for this possibility and output values of the radius and 
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time step if it occurred. The radius of the spheres in such 

a shell would then be doubled, decreasing the total number 

by a factor of eight and allowing for non-zero inter-sphere 

spacings. At the end of each time step, the program recom¬ 

puted the radius values for each set of spheres. Values of 

the viscosity n were also updated by using the temperature 

distribution computed at the end of each time step. 

To allow the program to follow the growth of the core 

with time was quite straightforward. An initial core radius 

Rç, was assumed. Then the mass of iron present in each shell 

was added to the core if the shell's distance from the center 

at the end of time step was less than or equal to R^,. The 

radius of the core was then recomputed to allow for the 

larger mass and the process repreated for the next time 

step. 

In the construction of the program, subprograms were 

utilized to compute various quantities such as viscosity, 

conductivity, radiogenic heat production, local acceleration 

due to gravity, etc. The result was a modular, highly 

flexible program which could be readily modified. 

C. INITIAL CONDITIONS 

To utilize the model, choices had to be made for the 

initial core size, the surface temperature, the radionuclide 

abundances, the mass (or mass distribution) of the iron 

spheres, and the initial temperature distribtuion within 
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the planet. The initial core radius was arbitrarily 

chosen to be 50 km. The surface temperature of the newly 

formed earth is highly uncertain, beging dependent upon the 

composition of the primitive atmosphere, the solar luminosity, 

etc. Various aspects of this problem have been discussed 

by Meadows (1970). The temperature was taken to be 250°K. 

The bulk radionuclide abundances in the earth has been a 

subject of considerable controversy. Two different abundance 

models were used - the chrondrite model and the Wasserburg 

model (Kaula, 1968). These are specified in Table III. 

Some investigators have argued that short lived nuclides 

such as Cl^ and Al^ in the silicate phase and Fe^ in the 

metal phase played an important role in the early thermal 

history of the earth. Since their half-lives are of the 

order of ^lO^-lO^ years, efficient internal heating cannot 

be expected unless planetary accretion was completed within 

10^ years following the cessation of nucleo-synthesis. 

Accordingly, these short lived radionuclides were not in¬ 

cluded in the model. 

Determination of the mass distribution for the iron 

spheres imbedded in the undifferentiated proto~earth is a 

rather complex problem, However some insight can be 

gained through an investigation of the mass distribution 

resulting from asteroid collisions, Using the existing 

mass distribution in the asteroid belt, Anders (1965) was 

able to reconstruct the primordial distribution that 
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TABLE III. 

Radionuclide abundance models - Chondrite and 
Wasserburg, from Kaula (1968). 
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TABLE III. 

Element 

U 
Th 
K 

Chondrite 

Content (ppm) Heat prod.(xlO'^cal/gm yr) 

.012 

.04 
815.0 

.046 

.010 

.222 

Element 

Wasserburg 

Content (ppm) Heat prod.(xlO -6 cal/gm yr) 

U .045 .174 
Th .166 .042 
K 450.0 .122 

All heat production values are for t = 0, ie. 4.5 billion 
years ago. 
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existed prior to disruptive collisions. The approximately 

gaussian distribution which was obtained was found i 

20 
to possess a1 broadly defined peak occurs near 10 gm. 

18 22 
However masses as small as 'vlO gm or as large as ^10 gm 

were evidently almost as abundant. There is considerable 

indirect evidence that the objects in this original distribu¬ 

tion were formed directly by accretion in the solar nebula 

and not by the fragmentation of a larger body (Walraven, 

1975) . 

It is thus plausible to assume that most of the iron 

"spheres" that impacted on the accreting earth had masses 

18 22 
between 10 -10 gm. Using coagulation theory Safronov 

_ 3 
(1965) obtained an estimate of 10 MQ for the mass of the 

very largest bodies falling on the earth during its 

accretion. 

A considerable amount has also been learned about the 

mass distribution of the fragments resulting from asteroid 

collisions. Both observational data and theoretical studies 

have been undertaken. A number of workers have been active 

in this field including Piotrowski (1953) , Hawkins (1960) , 

Anders (1965), Dohnany’s (1969) and Hellyer (1970). As a 

result of these investigations a mass distribution of the 

form 

- a 
n(m) œ m 
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was found to characterize the collision fragments where a 

ranges from 1.66 to 1.83. Work by Anders (1965) has shown 

that in disruptive collisions involving objects of asteroidal 

mass, the largest fragment typically has a mass that is one- 

half that of the parent object. 

Given the available evidence, it was decided to consider 

only spheres with masses around the peak of the primary 

distribution as inferred by Anders (1965). However to 

simplify the model, iron spheres of only one mass were con¬ 

sidered, instead of a distribution. A computer program was 

developed to specify the uniform spacing of spheres of a 

particular mass within the earth. A given sphere radius 

(and corresponding mass) was assumed and the sphere separa¬ 

tion varied until the total mass of all the spheres differed 
4 

by only one part in 10 from the present core mass of 

2 7 
1.88x10 gm. The resultant spatial distribution of iron 

spheres is summarised in: Table iv.The program computed the 

number of iron masses distributed over a set of equally 

spaced concentric spherical surfaces. The pertinent data 

for the three different sphere masses considered are listed 

in Table IV. As the mass of the iron spheres is decreased, 

the number of spherical shells in which they are situated 

increases correspondingly. Because of the large array sizes 

17 encountered, a sphere of mass 5.18x10 gm proved to be an 

effective lower limit. 

The "initial" temperature distribution within the earth 
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TABLE IV. 

Relevant data on each of the three different 
initial iron sphere masses for which computa¬ 
tions were made. 
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TABLE IV. 

INITIAL IRON SPHERE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Sphere Mass Sphere Radius Number of 
(gm) (Km) Shells 

5.18 x 1017 
2.5 x 105 952 

4.14 x 1018 5.0 x 105 
476 

3.31 x 1019 10.0 x 105 
237 
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shortly following its accretion is also subject to consider 

able uncertainty. Benfield (1930), MacDonald (1959) , 

Shimazu (1967) , Lee (1968) and Hanks and Anderson (1969) 

have all considered this problem. The initial temperature 

profile is determined by the amount of gravitational energy 

which is trapped during accretion and by the temperature 

rise due to adiobatic compression. A contribution is also 

made by short-lived as well as long-lived radioactive 

elements. The minimum thermal effect of the accretion 

process follows from assuming that the energy released by 

the inelastic collisions of infalling matter is partly 

reradiated into space. The equilibrium condition is the 

following : 

GM(r) dr 
r dt £0(T

4
-T£) 

where e is the emissivity and T^ is the equilibrium tempera 

ture of particles in the dust cloud, To obtain realistic 

initial temperature profiles it is essential that the 

accretion time interval be known as well as the accretion 

rate (dr/dt). Unfortunately estimates for the accretion 

3 8 time range from ^ 10 years to ^10 years thus giving great 

freedom to the theorist. 

Two initial temperature distributions were selected. 

A relatively low-temperature distribution computed by Hanks 

and Anderson (1969) for an accretion time of 10^ years and 

a constant accretion rate was utilized, A high-temperature 
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distribution similar to that considered by MacDonald 

(1959) was also used. Both of these temperature profiles 

are listed in Table V. 
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TABLE V. 

The initial low- and high-temperature distri¬ 
butions that were adopted for the calculations. 
The low-temperature distribution was taken from 
Hanks and Anderson (1969) while the high- 
temperature one is similar to that utilized by 
MacDonald (1959). 



Radius 
(Km) 

0 

635 

1271 

1906 

2942 

3177 

3813 

4448 

5084 

5719 

6355 
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TABLE V. 

INITIAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Low-Temperature 
(°K) ' 

500 

650 

900 

1200 

1400 

1500 

1550 

1550 

1450 

1250 

High-Temperature 
(°K) 

4000 

3800 

3200 

3050 

2900 

2800 

2700 

2600 

2500 

1400 

250 250 



III. RESULTS 

Computations were made using the program for three 

different iron sphere sizes and two different initial tem¬ 

perature distributions. Iron spheres with zero-pressure 

radii of 2.5 km, 5 km, and 10 km were considered; the 

17 18 
corresponding masses are 5.18 x 10 gm, 4.17 x 10 gm, and 

19 
3.31 x 10 gm, respectively. The formation of the core as 

a function of time for the three different spheres sizes is 

shown in Figure 1 for the initial low temperature case and 

in Figure 2 for the high temperature case. Depending on the 

size of the iron spheres, core formation can proceed very 

rapidly. For spheres of 10 km radius, formation is substan¬ 

tially complete within 22 million years. Not indicated in 

the above figures are the values of radius and time at which 

a sinking set of spheres coalesced. As noted previously, 

the program at such points simply doubled the sphere radii 

and proceeded. The formation of the iron shells would 

realistically lead to the separation of very large masses of 

iron and an extremely rapid core formation. 

Radial temperature distributions during core forma¬ 

tion for the three different sphere sizes are depicted in 

Figures 3 through 8. The most noteworthy feature of these 

plots is the rapid rise in temperature in the outer part of 

29 
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the earth. This effect is simply due to the lower viscosity 

which permits a higher settling velocity and consequently 

greater energy dissiplation. As one might expect the peak 

in this temperature rise tends to shift to larger values of 

the planetary radius (and lower values of the viscosity) 

as the size of the spheres is decreased. Because of the 

relatively short time scales considered, the difference 

between using the chondrite or the Wasserburg model for 

radioisotope abundances was negligible. 

In assessing the results of a numerical model such 

as is discussed above, allowance must be made for the various 

simplifying assumptions which went into its construction. 

These tend to fall into three general groups for the present 

case. 

The first of these groups consists of the following 

points. A uniform distribution of iron spheres within a 

newly accreted terrestrial planet is highly unlikely. A 

size distribution of spheres would be somewhat more realistic. 

Secondly the program should treat the core formation process 

during planetary accretion, rather than simply initiating 

the process once accretion was complete. The model should 

incorporate a realistic treatment of the Taylor instabilities 

created by the formation of molten iron shells. It seems 

plausible to assume that both Stokesian settling of iron 

masses and the separation of very massive iron "droplets" 

from molten shells of iron operated simultaneously in 
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different parts of the planet during the core formation 

process. Since liquid masses are unstable in Stokes fall, 

the composition of the falling "iron" masses is of consider¬ 

able importance. If sulphur was alloyed with the iron as 

Murthy and Hall (1970) and Lewis (1971) have argued, then 

it is quite likely that a molten shell of iron developed in 

the outer portion of the earth. The eutectic temperature 

for the Fe-FeS system is only 990°C and is remarkably 

insensitive to pressure up to at least 30 kb. 

The second group of assumptions concerns specific 

aspects of the computations. The convective term in the 

heat conduction equation was not considered in order to 

simplify matters. However it is clear that the convective 

transport of heat would be very important during the core 

formation process. Similarly, heating due to adiabatic 

compression was not considered although the central density 

and pressure of the planet approximately doubles in going 

from an undifferentiated state to a fully differentiated one. 

Changes in planetary radius and cooling due to thermal 

expansion were also neglected. During the core formation 

process, the planet's density distribution is continually 

changing. It therefore follows that the equation of hydro¬ 

static equilibrium should be solved at the end of each time 

step to provide accurate values of the pressure and mean 

density as a function of radius. The iron spheres were 

assumed to fall independently. However experiments have 
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shown that the velocity of fall can be strongly affected by 

the presence of other nearby spheres. 

The third group of assumptions involves treating the 

heat capacity, the mean opacity, etc. as constants indepen¬ 

dent of temperature. The viscosity was also computed using 

a rather simple expression which almost certainly is not 

accurate within the earth. Finally allowance could have 

been made for differing radioisotope abundances between the 

iron and silicate phases. 
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Figure 1 

Core formation as a function of time for 

three different initial sphere sizes all 

starting with the "low temperature" dis¬ 

tribution. 
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Figure 2 

Core formation as a function of time for 

three different sphere sizes all starting 

with the "high temperature" distribution. 
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Figure 3 

Radial temperature distributions at three 

different times within the earth during the 

core formation process assuming an initial 

low temperature distribution and a sphere 

17 
mass of 5.18 x 10 gm. 
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Figure 4 

Radial temperature distributions at three 

different times within the earth during the 

core formation process assuming an initial 

low temperature distribution and a sphere 

1 O 

mass of 4.17 x 10 gm. 
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Figure 5 

Radial temperature distributions at three 

different times within the earth during the 

core formation process assuming an initial 

low temperature distribution and a sphere 

19 
mass of 3.31 x 10 gm. 
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Figure 6 

Radial temperature distributions at three 

different times within the earth during the 

core formation process assuming an initial 

high temperature distribution and a sphere 

mass of 5.18 x 10^ gm. 
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Figure 7 

Radial temperature distributions at three 

different times within the earth during the 

core formation process assuming an initial 

high temperature distribution and a sphere 
*1 O 

mass of 4.17 x 10 gm. 
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Figure 8 

Radial temperature distributions at three 

different times within the earth during the 

core formation process assuming an initial 

high temperature distribution and a sphere 

19 
mass of 3.31 x 10 gm. 
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IV. IMPLICATIONS OF RAPID CORE FORMATION 

The formation of the core in the first several hundred 

million years following the earth's accretion has important 

consequences for the subsequent evolution of the planet. 

Because of the enormous energy release, extensive partial 

melting should have transpired in the proto-mantle. This 

in turn would have led to the development of a primitive 

crust as well as the degassing of the upper mantle and the 

formation of the early oceans. The granites and granite- 

gneisses present in the Swaziland complex have been dated 

at about 3.5 billion years. Since these rocks give indica¬ 

tions of a sedimentary origin, they represent terminal 

processes with respect to geological cycles, the beginnings 

of which are inferred at about four billion years ago. This 

suggests the erosion by running water occurred at least four 

billion years ago. This places the origin of the earth's 

atmosphere and oceans at a time even earlier than this, i.e. 

only a few hundred million years after the formation of the 

planet itself. There is also evidence that life developed 

rather early in the planet's history. The oldest known 

fossil occurrence is in the Fig Tree formation of the 

Swaziland complex; it has been dated at 3.44 billion years. 

On the basis of such data, Cloud (1962) has placed biogenisis 

49 
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at 3.5 to 3.8 billion years and the start of oxygen generating 

photosynthesis in the hydrosphere at 3.2 to 3,4 billion 

years. Thus available geologic evidence suggests that at 

least the outer portions of the earth were differentiated 

within several hundred million years after its accretion. 

A rapid core formation process is thus consistent with this 

data. 
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Appendix A 

Computer Programs 



MCTHIS PROGRAM SETS UP A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF IRON 
jC SPHERES OF A GIVEN RADIUS AND MASS W ITHIN THE 
IC UNCIFFERENT I ATEC PLANET 
LC :  
c 

DOUBLE PRECISION RPL.PEN,TSPH.S 1•TA,TB•ZP.FA•SG.BDEL 
D0L8LE PRECISION SR(5600)*SN{5600).CRMS.SSM.DEL.R I 

, DOUBLE PRECISION S2.TRSP,SAR.TMS.SND.PND.SA•se,ZA  
READ!5*11)CR MS. SSM.DEL.RI»PPL.PEN 
WRITE(6.11)CRMS.SSM.DEL.RI.RPL.PEN 
WR ITE(£.12) 

 11 F0RMAT(6D11.4) '  L - 
12 FORMAT!////) 

C 
A1=2*4 

, A2 = 2. 4    
KT = 0 
KNT=0 
JN=0 

; KC=o  :    ■ 
TSFH=CRMS/SSM 
SI=A1*RI 
S2=A2*RI 

20 RG=SNOL( RPL/S2 )      
NSHL=IFIX(RG)-1 
IF(S2.LT.RI) GO TO 90 
KT=KT + 1 
IF (KT>EQ. 50 ) GO TO 90 •   
WR ITE(6.120)NSHL.KT 
IF(NSHL.GE.5600) GO TO 90 

120 FORMAT(2120) 
„ _TRSP=0.    

TMS=0. 
C 
, DO 40 I-=l .NSFL 
1 SR(I)=FLOAT( I)*S2     

SAR=12.5663*SR( I )*SR(T) 
SN(I)=SAR/(S2*S2) 
TRSP=TRSP+SN(I) 

40 CONTINUE   „ 
TMS=TFSP*SSM 

C 
IF(KNT.EQ.20C) GO TO 90 
SNC—T SPH«*TR SP 
PND=DABS(SND) 
IF(PNC.LE.PEN) GO TO 90 
FA=SNC/PEN 
WRITE(6.105)FA.TMS 

r—105—FORMAT (2D20.fi) 
IF(JN.GE.l) GO TO 70 
IF(KC.GE.l) GO TO 50 
SA = S2 
TA*SNC 
ZA=PND 
IF (CEL.GT.S2) DEL=.50*S2 
S2=S2*DEL 
KC = 1 
GO TO 20 
ZP=TA*SND 
IFCZP.LT.O.) GO TO 72    

50 



IF < PN 0* GT• Z A ) GO TO 60 
IFCPND.LT.ZA ) GO TO 65 
DEL=2•♦DEL 
SA = S2 
TAsSNC 
BDEL=CABS<DEL> 
SG=DEL/BDEL 
IF CBDEL.GT.S2) CEL=0.65*(SG*S2)  

C 
60 

S2-S24DEL 
GO TO 20 

DEL=-DEL 
65 SA = S2 

TA=SND 
ZA=PNO 
BDEL= CABS( DEL ) 
SG=DEL/BDEL 
IF(BDEL.GT. S2) DEL=0.50*CSG*S2) 
S2=S2+CEL 
GO TO 20 

C 
70 ZP=TA*SND 

IF CZP «LT•0#) GO TO 72 
SA-S2 

72 

TA=SNC 
GO TO 74 
SB=S2 
TB=SNC 

74 S2=<SA*SB)/2. 
JN=JN+1 
KNT=KNT+1 
GO TO 20 

jc 
c 

90 WRITE(6*110) KNT.DEL.S2 
WR ITE(6*130)TMS 

r—1 25_ 
[127 

128 
130 

!_U_Q_ 

WRITEC6.125) 
WR ITE(7,127)(SR(I), I = l,NSHL) 
WRITE(7.128)CSNC I).I=1,NSHL) 
FOPMA T(1 HI ) 
FO RMA T(5D14•7) 
F0PMAT(4D16.9) 
FOPMAT<D18.8 ) 
FOPMATC114,C20.8.D20.8) 

T 

STOP 
END 



ïc 
le THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE VALUES OF THE CORE RADIUS 
jC ANC RADIAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION WITHIN A 
LC ^DIFFERENT I AT IN G PLANET_AS_A_ FUNCTION OF TIME  
c 

DOUBLE PRECI 
DOUELE PRECI 
DOUELE PRECI 
DOUBLE PRECI 
DOUBLE PRECI 
DOUBLE PRECI 
DOUBLE PRECI 
DOUBLE PRECI 
DOUBLE PRECI 
DOUELE PRECI 
DOUBLE PRECI 
DOUBLE PRECI 
REAL VSI970) 
REAL VS(300) 
REAL DENMHI3 
REAL TMP{65• 
REAL RAH{65) 
REAL PXI21)• 

SICN RPL.RINC»VL.SRCF.RD,CT.RC.RF.U, SSM 
SION RG2.F1.QY.CUY.QLY.VSPH.VAR.XX.ZX.YX 
SICN CFRAK.CFRAM,FRAM.UX.TZ»UZ.DEL*S.PLMS 
SIGN DMK.RNW.TMA.HZF.VSHL.SCN, RZ 
SICN 01.Q2.RQl.VX.PER «FRAK.SIM »ERMS 
SICN DIFR.TDF 
SICN SRDI 970).SR I 970).RSI 970).SSI 970)  
SICN EDISI970).VELI970 ).SKSI97C) 
SICN RSHI300).RMHI300).TLYI30 0 >.TFYC300) 
SICN SNI970)*TMS(300).TTMI65).CELT!300) 
SION RPI65).VLSI 65).TALLY 165).AD2I65)  
SICN VI300).VECI970) 
.GACI970).PAC970) 
.VQI970) 
00),XFE(300).XSI(300).PMHI300) .UPI300J  
40)» YH(4)•YCC(4).ET I 24).ER(24) 
• TH 165) 
RKDI21)»FC(21) 

, I NTEGER_KQT 1970 ) 
! C 
i c 

REAC(5.14)NS.NPU.NPX.NI,NPP.MN•NE•NA 
REAC(5.15)IET(I).1=1,NE)   
REACI5.15)1ER! I) ,1 = 1.NE) 
REACI 5.16)1 SRI I) ,1 = 1,NS) 
READ! £.27)1 SM I) .1 = 1, NS) 
READ(5»17)(UP( I) .1 = 1,NPU)  
READ!5.19)(UCI I) .1 = 1.NPU) 
REACI 5.23)I UR I I) .1 = 1.NPU) 
READ!5.24)IPX(I) ,I = 1,NPX) 
REACI5,25)IRKDII).1=1.NPX)   
REAC(5,25)(FC( I ) .1 = 1,NPX) 
REAC(5.18)(YH(I) .1=1. MM 
REACI5.18)I Y CCI I),1 = 1,MN) 
REACI5.26)CPF,CPS,FAC » F AC1 .AC.EC  
READ!5.26)AU .BU.CU.BG,TC.TCTT 
READ!5.29)ERMS.CRMS.SSM,RPL.TMA.RC 
REACI5.21)T SF 

WRITE(6.14)N S »K F U »NPX.NI,NFP,MN.NE »NA 
WRITE(6.15)I ET I I), 1 = 1,NE) 
WR ITEI6.15)1ER!I).I=1.NE) 
WRITE(6»26)CPF,CFS,FAC.F AC 1,AC,BC  
WR ITE(6.26)AU.EU.CU.BG.TD,TCTT 
WR ITE16.29)ERMS.CRMS.SSM,RFL.TMA.RC 

_ 14 FCRMATI8I6) 
15 F0RMATI8F7.1)' 
16 FORMAT(5D14.7) 
27 F0RMATI4D16.9) 
17 FORMA T(12F6.3) 
19 FO RMATI9F5.2) 
23 FORMA T I9F7•1 ) 
24 FORMAT(9F6.3) 

 2 5 FO RMAJL110F6 • 2 ) 



26 
18 
29 
Zl 

FORMAT(6E11.4) 
FO RMA T(4E11*4) 
F0RMATC6D11.4) 
FORMAT CF6•1 1 

C 
KBX=0 
NH=NPP 
RD=RPL/FLCATINPP> 

30 
C 

DO 30 1 = 1 ,NE 
ER( 11 = ER(I)*FAC 
CONTINUE 

40 
C 

OO 40 1=1,NPt 
UR( I )=UR(I 1*FAC 
CONTINUE 

DO 32 1=1,NS 
SKS(I)=SSM 
R=SNGL(SRCI)) 
P=TCRP(UR•UP•R,NPU) 

32 

ONY=TOPP(PX#FCtPtNPXI 
SRC(I)-(SKS C I)/<4#1887*DNY)l**«333 
KG T <I ) = 0 
CONTINUE 

C 
CP-CPF 
LN-NA+l 
LA = 0 

c 

l Jk n 

KA = 0 

00 75 J = ltLN 
JA-J-1 
IIA^O 

HD=SNGL(RD> 
00 70 1=1,NPP 

  IA=I-1 • 
IB = 1+ 1 
IF(J«GT•1 I GO TO 50 
ZK=FLCAT(IA)*SNGL{RD> 

 RAH(I>=ZK 
TMPC I » J )=TORF(ER * ET » ZK» NE) 
TH( I»=TMP<I,J) 
GO TO 70 

C 
' 50 IF( I* GT#1) GC TO 56 

IF(KA • E C • 1) GO TO 52 
TI=TMP(1•JA) 
T2=TMF«2,JA>   
GC TO S3 

52 T1=<TMF(1,JA ) + TMP(1,J)>/2. 
T2 = CTMF(2 » JA) + TMF(2,J))/2* 
KA=KA+1 

53 Cl=C0ND(T1 * I ,UR•UD,HD,AC,BC,NPU) 
C2=C0ND(T2,I.UR.UD.PD.AC.BC.NFU) 

54 H= FLO AT<IA)*FD 
DEN=TCRP(UR,tC,h,NPU) 

55 

C 

RHC-=RACHT( YH,YDC,4,TD, J) 
PHG=RHG*DEN*SNGL(AC2CI)) 

Z1=C6.*C1)*(TMPC2,JAl-TMPC1,JA1) 



Z2=(C2-C1)*(TMP(2,JA)-TMP<1,JA)) 
Z3=(DEN*CP*HC*FD) 
Z4—(RFG*TD)/( DEN*CP) 
TMP(1 « J ) = TMP ( 1 * JA) + ( TD/Z3) ♦ < Z1 + 22JL+Z4  
GO TO 65 

IF(LA.EC.I) GO TO 59 
Tl=T«P(IA.JA)  
T2«TMF(I,JA) 
T3=TMF(IB,JA) 
GO TO 60 
T1*(TMP(IA.JA)+T*P{IA.J) )/2. ■   
T2=(TMP(I•JA)+TMP( I,J))/2. 
T3=(TMF(IB.JA)+TFF(IB.J))/2« 
LA=LA+1 
Cl=CONC(Tl.IA.UR.UC.HD.AC.EC » NFL ) __  
C2=C0ND(T2.I.UR.UD.HD.AC.BC.NPL) 
C3=COND(T3.IE.UR.UC.HD.AC.EC.NFU) 

R1=TMP(IB,JA)*< C2*FL0AT( I)+ C FLOAT(IA)/4.)4<C3~C1))  
R2=(TMPCI.JA )*FLOAT( IA) )*(2.*C2 ) ' 
R3 = TMP(IA,JA)*<(FLOAT(I A)/4.)*(C3-C1)-(C2*FL0AT(1-2))) 
RHG=RACHT(YH.YDC .4.TO.J I 
R4=RHG   
H=FLOAT (I A)*HD 
DEN=TCRP( UR.LD.H.NPU) 
R4=H4*CEN+SNCL(A02<I)) 
ZU1=1 •/ (FLOAT ( IA)*HD*HD_) :   . 
ZU 2=R1-R2-R3 
TMP(I,J)=TMP( I.JA)+(TD/(DEN*CP))*< ZUl*ZU2+R4> 

IF(KA.EQ.l.OF.LA.EQ.1) GO TG_66  
GO TO 70 
TX=TMF<I,JA) 
C=CCND(TX.I.LR.UD.HD.AC.BC.NPU) 
X=(C*TC)/(OEN*FC*FD*CP) ■    
AP=0*5C0 
IF(X.LE.AP) CO TO 70 
TD=C.5*(<HD*FD*DEN*CP)/C) 
T0 = 0.9E*TD    
Â= ( TOTT/TO)+ 2• 
LN = IFIX(A) 
IF(I.EC.l) GC TO 55 
IF( I.GT.l .) GO TO 62    
CONTINUE 

MP=NPPFl 
TPPCMF,J)=TSF _ _ 
IF(J*EC#0.0R.LÀ.EQ*Ô) 
KA-0 
LA = 0 
GO TO _7_3_ 
KA = 1 
LA = 1 
GO TO 49 

GO TC 74 

RD*RPL/FLOAT(NPP) 
R I NC= FPL/FLOAT( N I ) 
MGN=NI+1 
_HD = SN GL ( RDJ  



c 
I DO 140 I=1,NFP 

K= 1-1 
1 RAM I ) = FLOAT C 1-1 )*I-D  

THCI)=TMPCI.J) 
RP < I )=FLOAT( I)*RD 
TALLY CI> = 0. 

, IF(I.GT.l) GC TO 135  
VLS(I >=4,1887*CRPCI)**3) 
GO TO 140 

135 VLSU>=4,1887*CCFPCI)**3)-CRPCK>**3)> 
 140 CONTINUE .   
C 

DO 14 £ 1=1,MGN 
K= 1-1 

, RSH( I 1 = FLOAT (K)*RINC    
IF(I* EC,MGN) GC TO 145 
RMMI ) = RSH( I J+RINC/2. 
RR =SNGL ( RMH ( I ) ) 

 DENMH( I ) = TOFF CUR_,UD_,RM,NPUJ    
145 CONTINUE 

C 
DO 150 1=1,NI 

  K= 1 + 1  •  
j VC I > = 4,1887*CCRSHCK)**3)-CFSHCI 1**3)) 
I TLYCI>=0. 
I TF Y(I )=0• 
| RZ=RMH î 11   _________ 

RM=SNGLCRMHCI)) 
VSCI)=VISC<UR.UP.NPU,RAH,TH,NH,AU,BU,CU,RM,FAC1) 
’GAC^ACCGC UR , UD »NFU »RSH» DEN NF ,BG,RINC, RZ ) 
 P= TORF(UR » UP »R,NPU)  
i D2=TOFP(PX,FC.P,NPX> 
! Dl=TOfiP(PX»RKD»P»NFX) 
| VELCI1=(0,2222*GAC*SRDCS)*SR0C9>*CD2-D1>)/VSCI) 
1 _DELT( I ) = R I NC/VEL ( I )  

i50 CONTINUE 
C 

DO 160 1=1,NS 
 KLR=IFIXC SNGLCSRCI l/RINCJ Ml  

VQ CI)=VS(KLP ) 
VECCI)=VELC KLM) 
DIFR=SR(Il-RSHCKLM) 

 TDF=D IFR/VELCKLM)   . 
TD $F= SNGL C TDF) 
IFCTDSF.GE.TC) GO TO 156 
GO TO 155 

154 DIFR=0IFR+RINC 
n'55 KLN=KLM-1 
! TDF=TCF+DELT(KLM) 
I • TDSF=SNGLCTDF) 
i IFCTDSF.LT.TC) GO TO 154 

DIFR=DIFR+C TC-TCSF)*VELCKLMi 
RSCI)=SRC D-DIFR 
GO TO 160 

156 RSCI)=SR(I)“C TD*VEL CKLM)1 
160- CONTINUE “ 

C 
LA K=0 
DO 170 1=1,NS  -   



IF<KQT<I>.EC*1) GC TO 170 
RT=SNGL(RC> 
TT=SNGL(RS<IJ> 

 IF(TT*LE.RT> GC TO 168 
ED IS( I > = t 18. 84954SN( I )*£RD C I >*VQ( I |*VEC<I I*VEC< II) 

. SS(I>=SR< I) 
V SR(I)=RS(I> 
 R=SNGLI SR(III    

P=TCRP(UR.UP.R*NPU> 
D2=T0RP(PX,FC.P.NPX) 
SRC (I )= ( (0* 2387*SKSCI)I/D2)**•333 

 GO TO 170   
168 RCR=SNGL(RC) 

KOTCI> = 1 
P= TORP(UR «UP.RCR.NPU) 

 D2=T0RP(PX.FC.P.NPX>   __   
RF = C( {0»2387*SN{ I)*SKS(II)/C2)♦ (RC**3)1*4«233 
U=FC+(RF-RC1/2* 
R=SNGL(U) 

 P=TORP(UR.UP » R » NPU )      ’ 
D2=TORP(PX,FC.P.NPX) 
RF = (((0.2367*SN( I>*SKS(I))/C2I + (RC**3))**•233 
EDIS( I>=(0.S*SN(I>*SKS(I)*VEC(Il*VECC I I l/TC 

, SSC I)=SR( I )   
SR(I)= RC 
RC = RF 
LAK=LAK+1 

  TMA=TMA*(SN( l)*SKS( IJJ •     
Î70 CONTINUE 

C 
DO 180 1=1.NS 

_ G1=SS(I)/RD  
i Q2=SR(I)/RD 
t M1=IFIX(SNGL(C1)I 
j M2=IFIX(SNGL(C2)I 
? . MP=M1-M2     : 

K1=M1♦ 1 
K2 = M2♦1 
IF(MD.EO.O) CO TO 175 

  IF (FO• CT* 1 ) GO TO 174   
I RG1=< SS<I)**3>-(RP(K2)**3) 
, RQ2=CSS(I)**3)«(SR(I)**3) 

F1=RQ1/RQ2 
 TALLY { Kl )=T ALLY (Kl )+Fl*EDIS( I 1   

TALLY(K2)=T ALLY(K2I+(1*-F1 >*ECIS(I) 
i GO TO 180 

174 JX = 1 
DO 176 LL=K2,K1 

I TALLY(LL)—TALLY(LL)+EDIS(IÏ/FLCAT(MO) : 

I j 176 CONTINUE 
GO TO 180 

1 175 _ TALLY ( K l ) =T ALLY (J<1 )+EPIS( I )  
180 CONTINUE 

( c 

DO 190 1=1.NPP 
 AD 2 ( I > = TALL_Y ( IJ / VL S ( I_>  

j 190 CONTINUE 
I ic 

DO 972 1=1.NS 
1 IF (KQT (I).EQ.l) GO TO 972  



VS HL= 4•1887 * < << SR{I)ÏSRD<I) )**3)-<( SR ( I)-SPDCI)1**3)) 
VSPH=4.1887* tSRD(I)**3) 
SQN=( <0.5236*VSFL)/VSPH) 
 IF (SON* GT .SN(I)) GO _TO _9 72   :  

SKS(I ) = 8.*SKS(I ) 
SRC(I )=2.*SRC(I) 
SMI) =SN( i)/e• 

912 CO MI N CE    
C 

DO 200 1=1.NS 
IF(I.LE.LAK) GO TO 200 

 0Y=SR(Il/RINC _    
QÜ Y=(SR(I) + SFD(I) )/RINC 
0LY=C SR(I )-SRC(I))/RINC 
J1*IF IX(SNGL<GY) > 

 J2 = IF IX(SNGL(GUY))  
J3 = IF IX(SNGL <CLY)) 
JD=J2-J3 
VSPH=4.1887*<SRO(I)**3) 

 __KJ2=J2 + 1 ; • . •   
KJ 3=J311 
IF(JD•EQ.0) GO TO 195 
VAR=FLOAT < J 1 )*RINC 

, XX=SR( I H-SRDCI )-VAR  
ZX=SRC(I) 
PEP=SKS(I)/VSPH 
IF(XX.GT.ZX) GO TO 197 
IF(XX.EG.ZX) GO TO 198   
YX = << ZX*ZX>«((ZX-XX)*(ZX-XX)) )**.50 
VX=(0.f236*XX)*((3.*YX*VX)+(XX*XX)) 
FRAK=VX*SN( I ) 

- CF RAK = ( V SPH— VX ) *SN ( I )  
FRAM=FPAK*PER 
CFRAM=CFRAK*PER 
TLY(KJ2)=TLYCKJ2)*FRAK 
 TL Y(KJ3) = TLY <KJ3)+CFRAK   

TFYIKJ2>=TFY(KJ2J+FRAM 
TFY(KJ3)=TFY(KJ3)+CFRAM 
GO TO 200 

197 UX = VA P—{SP( I) —SRC{I))  
TZ=SR(l)-VAR 
UZ=<(2X*ZX)-(TZ*TZ))**.50 
VX=(0.5236*UX)*(<3.*UZ*UZ)*CUX*UX)) 
FRAK=VX*SN<I) 
CFPAK=<VSPH-VX)*SN<IT 
FRAF=FRAK*FEP 

L 
198 

CFPAM=CFRAK*PER 
TLY{KJ2)=TLY(KJ2)+CFRAK 
TLY(KJ3)=TLY<KJ3)+FRAK 
TFY(KJ2)=TFY(KJ2)+CFRAM 
TFYCKJ3)=TFY(KJ3)*FRAM 
GO TO 200   
FRAK=0.50*VSFH*SN(If 
FRAM=FRAK*PEF 
TLY(KJ2)=TLY(KJ2)+FRAK 

 TLYCKJ3) = TLY(KJ3)+FRAK   
TFYCKJ2)=TFY<KJ2)+FRAM 
TFYCK J3 )=TFY (KJ3)+FRAM 
GO TO 200 

I 19 5 T LY(KJ2)=TLYJKJ2 J±J S NJJJ *VSPH) 



TFY(KJ2)=TFY<KJ2 )♦(SN(I)*SKS CI>) 
200 CONTINUE 

C 
 NCR=IFIX< SNGL(RC/RINC) I  

JR=NCR+1 
DEL=(RC/R INC)"FLOAT{NCRJ 
YQ=SNGL(DEL) 

 _IF CYQ.EQ.O» ) GO TC 210   
FRAK=4.1887*({RC**3)-<RSH< JR )**3) ) 
S=RSH( JR) + <RC-RSMJR>>/2« 
R=SNGL< S) 

  P=TOfiP(UR.UP.R»NFU>   
D2=TORP(PX,FCiP.NPX) 
FRAM=FRAK*D2 
TLY(JR)=TLY(JR)+FRAK 

, TFY< JR)=TFY< JR)+FRAM ’   
210 LS=NC P 

C 
PLMS=0. 
 DO 23 0 1=1. NI ; 

RM=SNGL(RMH(I)) 
P= TOR PCUR.UP.RM» NPU) 
IF(I.GT.LS) GO TO 220 

, D2=TORP(PX.FC.P.NPX)  
TM SI I ) = V(I)*C2 
XFE(I)=1. 
XSICI)=0. 
DENMH(I) = D2 
GO TO 229 

220 ZQ=SNGL CTLY îI) ) 
IF(2Q•EQ.0•) GO TO 225 

 OEFM=TCRP(PX.FD.P.NPX)  
DESM=TGRP(PX .RKD.P.NPX) 
SI M=D ABS(V < I )-TLY< I ))*05SM 
TMS (I)=SIM+TFYt I) 
 XFE< I )=SNGL(7FY< D/TMSCJI) ' 

XSKI )=1.-XFE( I) 
DENMH(I)=(DEFM*DESM)/<(XFEU)*DESM)+tXSI(I)*DEFM)) 
GO TO 229 

225 DI =TORP(PX.RKD.P»NFX )  „ 
TM S(I ) = V(I )*D1 
XFE(I )=0. 
XSI(I)=1. 

   DENMH(I)=D1 '   - ; 

229 PLMS=FLMS+TMSfl) 
230 CONTINUE 

C 
DMK=ERMS-PLMS 
ZMK=SNGL<DMK ) 
IF C ZMK.GT«0•) GO TO 235 
IFCZMK.LT.O.) GC TO 236 

__  GO TO 270    
235 P=0. 

Dl=TORP(PX.RKD.P.NPX) 
RN l#=( ( ( DM K* C *238 7 ) /Dl )+<RPL**3))**•333 

 GO TO 240   
! 236 DMK=-DNK 

P=0. 
Dl=TO RP CPX.RKD.P.NPX) 
 RNV>=( (RPL**3 ) - ( ( DM K*0.2 387 ) /Cl J >_**_• 33 3  



240 
C 

270 
  

RPL=RNW 

KHD=2 
DO 146 1=1.M 

,__146 

DNY=DENMH<I) 
PMHC1>=T0RP<UC.UP.DNY.NPU) 
IF(FMKI) .LT .0. ) PMHCI)=0* 
CONTINUE 

c 
DO 149 1=1.NI 
UP(I)=PMH Cl) 
UOCI)=DENMH<I) 

149 
C 

UR < I)=SNGL{R VH CI)) 
CONTINUE 

NPU=NI 
801 
75 

C 

TT N ( J)—TMA 
CONTINUE 

DO 90 I=1.MP 

90 
WRITE(fc.lOO)(TMPC I■J),J=1.10) 
CONTINUE 
WR1TE(6.105) 
DO 91 1=1.MP 

91 
WRITE(6*100) ( TMP(I•J)*J-1T *201 
CONTINUE 
WRITE C 6 ♦ 105 ) 
00 92 l-l*MP 

92 
WRITE(6.100)(TMP<I.J)»J=21 .30) 
CONTINUE 
WRITEC6.1C5) 
WR ITE(6.103)TD.LN 

1  

c 
100 

 1 05 

WR ITE(6.295)(TTM(I)» I=1.LN) 

FORMAT(10F11.1) 
FORMAT(//✓/) 

103 
295 

C 

FO RMA T(E18.4.112) 
F0RMATC5D14.5) 

STOP 
i. 

r 

1  

END 



REAL FUNCTION TORF(XAC•ORO *GS•M) 
C 
c 

DIMENSION XAC(1)•CRD(1) 
 x=GS.  

F=^ 
KM=N-2 

 LM = N-1        
FA=XAC<1) 
FB=XAC<2) 
FC=XAC(3) " r— 

FD=XAC(KM) 
 FE=XAC(LM)  

HF= X AC(N) 
IF(X#LT#HB) GO TO 10 

  IF ( X • GT• HE ) GO TO 20 - —   
IF(X*EG#HA) GO TO 30 
IF(X«EQ«H6> GO TO 40 
IF(X*ECUHE> GO TO 50~ 
IF(X.EQ#HF) GO TO 60 

 JA = 2   
3 JA=IA-1 

K A =IA+l 
  L A - IA + 2   :   

CA=XAC(JA) 
GB=XAC(IA) 
GC=XAC<KAi : 

CD=XAC(LA) 
 JF„(X*EC«GBJ GO TG_ 70    

IF(X «GT «GB•AND«X«LT#GC) GO TO 60 
. I A=IA +1 
 IF(IA• GT•N ) GO TO 90    

GO TO 3 
10 VA=CRC<1) 

" VB=CRD<2) ~ “ ~~~~ — 
VC = CRD(3) 

 Cl=(CX-HE)*(X-HC) )/((HA~HB)*(HA~HC)J„ 
02 = ( (X-HA)*(X-hC) )/((HB-HA)*(H6-HC )) 
03 = (<X~HA)*< X-FB) )/((HC-HA )*(HC-HB)) 

 cAps(01tVA)+(Q2*VE) + (Q3*VC)   — 
GO TO 100 

20 VAsCROCKM) 
VB=CRD(LM) 
VC=CFD<N> 

 C1=((X-HE)*(X-HF) )/C(HD-HE)*(HD-HF))„ 
02=((X~HD)*(X~HF))/((HE~HD)*(HE«HF)) 
03 = (<X-HD)*(X-HE) )/<(HF-HD )*(HF-HE)i 

 SAR=(Ql^VA)i(Q2*VE)+(Q3*VC)   
GO TG 100 

30 SAF=0FD(1) 
GO TC 100 

40 SAF=CFD(2) 
 GOTO 100   
50 £A F=CRD(LM) 

GO TO 100 
60 £AR=CRD(N)  —  

GO TC 100 
70 £AF=CRD(IA) 

GO TO 100 r 
VA=CRD<JA) 80 



VB=CRO(IA) __ -- VC = 0RD(KA) 

VO=CFD(LA) 
 G1 = ( ( X-GB)* < X-GC)* { X-GD) )/ C { GA-G8) *(_GA-GC ) * LGA-GD ).)_ 

G2 = < (X-GA)*<X-GC)*(X-GD) >/(<G8-GA)*( G3-GC )4(GB-GD) ) 
03-<(X-GA)*(X-GB)*(X-GD))/((GC-GA )*( GC-G8)4(GC-GD)) 

 C4=((X-GA)*(X-GB)*(X-GC))/((GD-GA >*( GD-GB)*(GD-GC)) 
SAR=(Q1*VA)+(Q24VB)t(Q3*VC)+(Q44VD) 
GO TC 100  90' SAR = 1       

100 TO RP =SAR 
 RETURN    

ENC 

REAL FUNCTION ACCG{UR.UD•NPU*RSH.DENMH *BG»RINC »R) 
C 

DOUBLE PRECISION FSH( 1)» Q ♦ R »RINC»R M2T S K»ZMAS 
DIMENSION UR(l)tUC(l)»DENMH(1) 

 C  
2MAS=0. 
C=R/RINC 

 *Q=IFIX(SNGL(Q))   
IFCNQ.EQ.O) GO TO 52 
FCC=M0+1 

c ~ '   

DO 40 1 = 1 » MO 
 »=I + 1  

ZMAS=ZMAS+(4,18874((RSH{J)**3)-(RSH4I)4*3))4DENMH4I) 
40 CONTINUE 

 : C    * —  
£2 IF(KC.EQ.O) MQC=1 

CA=FLCAT(MQ) 
—-DIF=SNGL(0)-QA 

IF(D IF.EQ.O.) GO TO 55 
 RM2=(R-( QA4RINC) )22• +QA4_R_1NC  

RMA=SNGL(RM2) 
CM2=TCRP(UR.U0,RMA.NPU) 

 ______ 2M AS —ZMAS+ ( 4 # 1 887* ( (R* 43 )- { RSH( MOC)4 *3 ) )4DM2 )  

55 SM = (BG4ZMAS)/(R4P) 
ACC G=SNGL(SM) 
RETURN ‘ ' 
ENC ^ 

) 



U
U
U
 
V
 
o
u
u

 

PEAL FUNCTION R ADFT ( ZH. Z CC • NK . TC. N ) 
C 

CI(/ENSI0N ZH<4)fZCC(4, 
F=0. 

 CO 45 1=1.NK   
AJ=FLCAT(N-11*TC 
H=H+ZH(D + EXPI-ZDCCI>*AJ> 

 45 CONTINUE   
RACHT=H 
RETURN 
END '• ~~ ' " ~ ~ 

REAL FUNCTION CONC(T•N•ED•ER•RD . APH.BTA.NP) 

CINENSION EDI 1)•ER I 1) 
RA=FLOAT(N«l>*RD 
CTY=TCRP(ED.ER.RA,NP> * 
C0NC=APH4I DTY* *•667)*I T**I-1•25))+BTA*IT**3*) 
RETURN   
ENC 

__ REAL FUNCTION VI SC(HR,HP.NP.HRA.HT«N T.AZ.8Z.CZ.RR»FAC1) 

DIMENSION HR 11 )* HP(1) .HRAIl).HT(l) 
 .C  

ZY=TCRP(HR.HP.RR » NP) 
ZY=ZY*FAC1 

 ZX=TCRP(HRA.HT.RR.NT)  —  
VISC=(AZ*ZX)*EXP<(BZ+ICZ*ZY>)/ZX) 
RETURN 
ENC 
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